"Identity theft has become the third certainty in life,
right behind death and taxes."
—Adam Levin, Author of the book Swiped: What Identity Thieves Do and How to Stop Them, is a longtime advocate and identity fraud expert, former director
of the New Jersey Division of Consumer Affairs, and Chairman and co-founder of Credit.com.

Every two seconds there’s a new victim of identity fraud1.
Protect yourself with a personalized service that provides:
proactive education, risk-reduction strategies, identity
theft protection, privacy management, and unlimited 24/7
resolution support to help fight identity theft and fraud.
Add comprehensive fraud, credit, Internet and card
monitoring services for best protection and the first line of
defense in the fight against identity fraud. Choose the level
of services that fits your needs and budget.

The Facts on Identity Theft1:
• More than 12 Million people experience Identity Theft
every year.
• Consumers suffer total fraud losses of $16 Billion.
• Roughly 1 in 7 data breach victims experience fraud.
• Total time spent to resolve cases averaged more than
11 hours per victim.

Recovery — LifeStages® Comprehensive Identity Management Services2
Proactive Services

Military Identity Theft Support

Resolution Services

Medical Identity Theft Support

Document Replacement Services

Travel Identity Theft Support

Child Identity Theft Support

Estate Identity Theft Support

Tax Fraud Support

Employment Identity Theft Support

Financial Fraud Support

Disaster Recovery

When your personal data is compromised we can help
you take preventative measures, such as placing fraud
alerts, to help avoid identity theft.

Recover from account takeover or identity theft with
unlimited assistance to fix issues, handle notifications
and provide credit and fraud monitoring for victims.

Replace lost, stolen or destroyed documents and
identification and get help notifying government
agencies and providers.

Invest in your children’s future by asking us to help
protect their identities now, before they’re the victims
of fraud or theft.

Cut through taxing red tape and secure your refund
with our expert guidance after crooks steal your social
security number and file in your name.

Reach out to us to protect your current and future credit
from unauthorized account activity, account takeovers,
and financial accounts opened in your name.

Email Compromise Assist
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If criminals use your personal data to commit medical
fraud, we help you heal your identity and get back on
your feet.

Contact a fraud specialist to help replace your lost or
stolen IDs, passports, visas and other documents no
matter where you are on the globe.

Keep the identities of deceased family members safe
with help from our fraud experts, so fraud doesn’t
come back to haunt you.

Call us to give pink slips to criminals who build their
identities, careers, and Social Security credit using
your personal information.

Recover following a natural disaster with ID
and document replacement, access to financial
institutions and communicating with family, friends
or providers.

Thwart, detect and recover from email hacking. Plus,
get help managing your identity and privacy in your
online communications.

Social Media Compromise Assist

Phish Assist

Assisted Living Fraud Support

Sidestep phishing scams with our detection and
recovery support when crooks try to steal your personal
data, online usernames, passwords and credit card data.
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Protect your good name when you’re defending our
country. We’ll work with you or an authorized relative
to place an active-duty military fraud alert.

SOURCE: Javelin Strategy & Research, 2014 & 2015 Identity Fraud Study
All identity management services provided by IDT911

Get smart about managing your family’s reputation
on social networks.

Lean on us for guidance in power of attorney and
legal guardianship matters to assist with identity
management and resolving fraudulent misuse.

Monitoring — FraudScout® Comprehensive Monitoring Services2

FraudScout from IDT911 offers complete detective and restorative identity management protection. We continually scour
public and private databases, and the Internet for the possible misuse of your identity and credit data.
IDT911 monitors:
Financials, Cyber/Black Market, SSN trace, Change of Address, Court Records, and one-bureau monitoring through TransUnion.
When FraudScout detects activity in any of these areas, you automatically receive an email alert indicating potential fraud or
misuse. Members can login to check the details of the alert.
FraudScout® Premier2
LifeStages® household resolution
24/7 Fraud Expert Access
Identity Services Hotline
Lost Wallet/Travel Assistance
Child ID Protection
Estate/Assisted Living Support
Cyber monitoring
Fraud alerts
Scoretracker
SSN trace
Change of address
Court Records
One Bureau Monitoring
Credit Report and Score
Expense Reimbursement

660+

Institutions

$1 Million

18.5

Million Households

45

Million Americans

770,000

Breach Services Customers

Since 2003, IDT911 has delivered unrivaled solutions that offer valuable prevention, education, proactive protection services,
and most importantly – swift and appropriate incident remediation. Their expert fraud resolution services are provided to more
than 18.5 million households nationwide and over 45 million Americans (15% of U.S. households and 45% of the P&C insurance
marketplace). They partner with over 600 institutions and serve more than 770,000 businesses with their data response services.
*Note: Family is defined as Employee, Spouse and up to three dependents over the age of 18

